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About This Content

Original soundtrack of TIMEframe. Featuring beautiful strings, piano, and guitar, composed by Clark Aboud.

The Ascendant Spire - 01:15

The Age of Affirmation - 01:43

Herald - 01:16

The Passage - 00:48

Meriticians - 01:24

Astronium - 01:15

Wind - 00:52

Waning Hopes - 00:51

Falling - 00:45
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Water - 00:54

Victory Gates - 01:04

Cataclystians - 01:01

Remorse for a Broken Stream - 01:03

Earth - 01:02

Exodus - 01:31

Harbinger - 00:47

Fire - 00:47

The Nomad - 01:35

When All Is Dust - 01:11

The Seed - 01:12

Songs will be downloaded to the TIMEframe - Original Soundtrack folder in your Steam Directory:
[…]\Steam\steamapps\common\TIMEframe\Soundtrack
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art: 10
controls: 10
music: 10
replay: very high

pros: its a bullet hell game and within the series of Gundemonium(takes before the events of the first game), which are side
scrollers, this one is vertical. the music is the best of the three games of the series. the art is awesome. even the bosses look
badass. you unlock new dolls(characters) adter you beat the game a few time.

cons: like they said, this one is one the hardest of the series.
the game doesn't tell you how to use bombs, which makes the first boss very hard to kill. in order to use bomb, you need the
flow bar full and just crash\/ram into the "targets" during the boss fight. remember, bombs use one doll.

inshort, if you love the Gundemonium series or hell bullet games, pick this up.. Its a terrible game. You'll get eaten alive by the
pay to win players on top of that. The game is littered with click traps that will make you spend the irlmoney currency. It is
playable free to play but you'll find it is soul sucking if you want to stay relevant needing to invest 6+ hours of active play time
every day to complete everything.

Don't let my playtime fool you. Most of it was idle in the background (Or chatting with teammates on the very broken chat). If
you are reading this heed my warning and walk away and do not look back. If you are already playing, cold turkey it and just
uninstall, you're doing yourself a favor.. I suck at Pivot XL. I feel it's much harder to get a hang of this one than Righty Tighty
XL.. NOTE: I am extremly biased in my opinion. Being that this was my first game I ever played. And have a deep love for
it.Why is it that every game MUST break new ground in gameplay? Solid gameplay is solid gameplay, why must devolopers
"reinvent the wheel" every time they produce a game? Do we expect novelty because of the high price we pay for games?
Perhaps. Or do we expect more bang for our buck from larger developers? Whatever the case, Unreal II has a fine story, the
graphics are simply extraordinary, and the gameplay is certainly on par with any game deserving of a 9 out of 10. Plus, I picked
up a new copy for $2.75, it's a pretty sweet game on a 6800 Ultra for that price! Think I'll quit complaining and look for some
extra levels for this bad boy.. valve pls this is a real game

dut is best pengin (?)

foxes and boxes do not mix, please do not throw boxes at the vulpines

play this with a pal

DRM-free!!!!. Great game. I dont usualy recommend games but I do this one.
Its great fun to play, and the devs are actually around and doing things which is a plus.Theres still room for improvement put its
totally playable and fun in its current state.
. I've got more time in on PS4 but I wanted to quickly get this review up.

If you've played the previous entires then you know what you're in for here. This is a less than perfect MX simulator and it's far
from a triple A game. However, having said that, this is the best entry into the series so far. There have been a lot of
improvements over MXGP 3 and ME SX. The game has been copping some flak for the punishing ways in which your rider
loses control of the bike, the tail sliding out excessively & frequently and the same old (well, worse) scrubs. Yes, those are all
issues, but come on, we know what we're gonna get with a Milestone game.
It's gonna be many years before we can call this series a true motocross sim, but this is not a bad game by any means and I'm
sure the more serious issues will be patched.

The rider physics have been drastically improved and are inching their way closer to being realistic. The bike physics look
genuinely good now as well. The AI are more difficult now but they still take the same lines and are predictable in every race.
There's more variety this time around though, you'll see riders going off track and miscalculating their scrubs more often.
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The game looks great, the rain looks great (gone is that green rain from GP3), lighting is beautiful and the bikes are more
detailed than ever before. It also looks much more real than previous entries, gone is the cartoony feel.
The tracks have been rendered & scaled properly, the jumps, bumps, berms all look and feel the way they do in real life, which
is something we haven't seen yet. Wet tracks feel more realistic and are easier to race on now. Still though, ruts have no real
impact and some of the corners are hard to take without sliding out when really there should be ruts that have developed to help.

As for sound, the bikes sound better but still not amazing. The atmosphere sounds are pretty awful, the crowd cheering samples
sound like they're coming from inside a stadium and not outdoors, same with the PA sound effects. The crowd still only cheer
when your rider scrubs, and nobody else's, which is ridiculous. Besides the sounds of the bike though, this is all pretty irrelevant.

Other minor improvements have been added as well, such as riders becoming transparent when they are immediately behind you
in third person view, instead of blocking your screen (but if they've become transparent in game and you go to free cam, they'll
be transparent there too, come on Milestone..).

If you're a fan of the series or MX in general, picking this up should be a no brainer, just don't expect a perfect, polished game.
7/10 for what it is.. You know when you watch a movie and you wonder why one bad guy is attacking at a time? You'll never
ask yourself that question in Crisis VRigade. The bad guy you are shooting at will duck for cover, and his cronies will keep you
pinned down under a hail ov gunfire.

The game begins by dropping you off in front of a bank behind a police car. Immediately you have to fight back against the bad
guys who are out in the open and hidden in cover. When you clear the level out, you are presented a target to shoot which will
then take you to your next position. Rinse and repeat...I think. I have only made it to the third level, and that is on easy.

You can only be shot three times before you die (I have not seen any health upgrades yet, if they exist), and have the ability to
temporarily upgrade your weapons using powerups.

I'm looking forward to playing this game all weekend!
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This game is amaziing! TBH its one of the best Asymmetrical horror games i have gotten to play in years. They really thought
outside the box to bring a new way to have Monster vs Survivor in this one and i cant wait to see what they have in store for the
update and full release! I give it a strong 9/10. I've managed to get down to the final 2 but got shot in the face.

A half hour ago I found a huge stash of ammo, blood packs, and other gear but got shot in the face.

Two days ago I flew a police helicopter around the landscape without knowing which key rasies the elevation. Oddly enough, no
one shot me in the face.

Basically what I'm saying is please stop shooting me in the face.. Great game but its dead. No updates in a while and will crash
upon starting every time. Such a shame as i love the series.. This is just a prototype, not a game. It doesn't even display a
summary at the end of a battle\/mission, it just takes you to the main menu. Having only a few maps and no editor the
replayability is very low.. Needs lots of work. It is early days though but this is no sandbox, fustrationbox maybe. It does have
promise; we will see how it develops at which time I may change my review. Till then this isn't one I can give the thumbs up to..
This game was such a fun short adventure to play!! I honestly love how straight to the point it is, Just a short fun play. It had me
laughing out loud at times! If you see the game on sale dont be afraid to get it! It was hot and steamy! had me blushing at times
and had me laughing my butt off!. I just bought this DLC thru Steam, it is already in my Steam library but not yet installed or
downloaded into my computer. How long does it take the downloading???. Constant crashing. First I had an issue that would not
let me start the game, which was a pretty easy fix. Then, I got the same error message again whenever I try to start a game.
Restarts didn't do anything and I don't care enough to look for a fix. Thank god for Steam's refund function.

Save yourself some money.. Recommended.
One of those little games full of fun. Casual and highly addictive.
Simple controls, simple rules, no deep story, no hi-tech graphics, just a bag of fun in a little flash.
It remembers me those early arcade games that started all this stuff (where playability was the goal) but, with a fresher look.
Cute, frenzy, simple to understand, simple to play, difficult to master.
Online Multiplayer with friends or against any other players makes the gaming experience even funnier.
Different playing modes. Each one funny enough.
Quick matches so, very addecuated for when you just have those 15 mins to play (well, it's so addictive that maybe...)
A little shinny pearl.. So much atmosphere. Oozes with style... I spent 20 minutes just walking around and taking in the sights
and sounds. Highly recommended, as long as you're willing to put up with annoying move-where-you-look controls.

Turn off the adaptive quality setting and set resolution to 100% in the launcher, or it looks grainy. It ran just fine at 100% on my
gtx970.

Feedback for the Devs:

1) Why on earth would you have a launcher for a steamVR title? Have you playtested it at all?! The launcher only shows on the
desktop, so if you try to run this from within VR, it appears as if it hangs.

2) Move-where-you-look is a garbage control scheme. It was passable for this small experience but it would never work for the
full game (and I hope there will be a full title based on this!). It's frustrating and breaks presence when you can't look around as
you move.
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